PyCharm 181.4892.64 Release Notes
Console

Bug

PY-29186

Printed outputs are hidden from the user when there is some
computation at the beginning

Bug

PY-29045

Python console folding covers staring script execution result

Debugger

Bug

PY-29671

Remote Debugging Server: 'module' object has no attribute
'declare_namespace'

Formatter

Bug

PY-10972

Wrong indent when typing a multi-line tuple or string literal

Inspections

Bug

PY-27858

SqlAlchemy table class attributes of Column(Unicode) type are mistaken
for string type.

Packaging

Bug

PY-29436

Error when trying to upgrade a package in a conda environment (Invalid
spec for 'conda update')

Bug

PY-29779

Installing packages on newly created virtualenv doesn't work any longer

Feature

IDEA-190682 Support multi ip hosts in client-api RpcUtils

Bug

IDEA-185249 modal dialog and <Enter> triggers search

No subsystem

Cosmetics IDEA-190325 "Indexing paused due to &Revert"
Code Formatting and
Code Style

Bug

IDEA-190462 Code format changes ignored (Velocity)

Bug

IDEA-189746 Backwards compatibility issue for import/export Code Style?

Bug

IDEA-190108 IDEA is unable to find interface implementation

Exception

IDEA-190672 IDEA lost all bookmarks

Bug

IDEA-190451 Variable tree loses focus after "more items" is clicked.

Usability

IDEA-187893 View Breakpoints window should not scroll the breakpoint list when I
deselect/select a breakpoint

Diff_Merge

Bug

IDEA-188761 Alt+up/down navigation over method's of the class does not work in diff
window

Docker

Bug

IDEA-186907 DockerCompose. RunConfig: IDE fatal errors at attempt to choose
services for some compose files

Editor. Code
Completion

Usability

IDEA-189603 Multi-parameter completion overwrites code if there is no closing
parenthesis

Editor. Editing Text

Bug

IDEA-189650 IDE closes empty files when restarting

Bug

IDEA-186884 Can't create a new scratch using New... popup in the Project view

Bug

IDEA-189447 "Find in Path" shortcut (Ctrl+Shift+F) not working in "Find in Path"
preview window

Bug

IDEA-189518 Search in path never completes when using named capturing groups in
regexp

Bug

IDEA-179801 Replace in File doesn't find all occurrences

Bug

IDEA-191460 When you change the "Find in path" dialog box to "Replace in path", all
buttons are not displayed

Bug

IDEA-188434 Can't export Data Source settings

Bug

IDEA-188964 Error loading kotlin-language facet

Indices

Exception

IDEA-188028 A test failing with "Outdated stub in index"

Language Injection

Bug

IDEA-188783 Intellij IDEA 2018.1RC#IU-181.4203.519 freezes frequently on start and
during project build

Project View

Bug

IDEA-190556 Scratches and Consoles - when adding a new scratch file, the project
view wasn't updated and the file is not seen

Code Navigation

Debugger

Find, Replace, Find
Usages

IDE Configuration

RegExp

Exception

IDEA-190180 RegExpSetOptionsImpl ClassCastException blocking editor inspections

Run | Debug
configuration

Usability

IDEA-182763 Run configuration drop down menu does not show the full name of the
test being selected

Unit Testing. TestNG

Bug

IDEA-190388 Upgraded to 2018 now TestNG tests not working

User Interface

Feature

IDEA-188603 Allow to align grid label with the upper edge of multiline components

Bug

IDEA-164920 Wrap toolbar

Bug

IDEA-188161 Quickly typing one letter and pressing Enter in "Goto File" leads to
endless progress indicator without any results

Bug

IDEA-190937 Changing language in Scratch files not always properly updates file
extension

Bug

IDEA-186587 'Replace all' confirmation popup is out of focus

Bug

IDEA-166871 IDEA doesn't show 'Scratch File' button in navigation bar toolbar

Usability

IDEA-189726 Tree nodes expand unexpectedly when navigating using Up/Down keys

Usability

IDEA-187133 Redesign remote configuration

Cosmetics IDEA-190090 Double arrow cursor on Project tree header on hover
User Interface.
Accessibility

Bug

IDEA-189859 provide JVM property for the screen reader option

Version Control

Bug

IDEA-153272 Files are lost during the movement of unversioned files to overwrite
existing files with same names

Version Control. Git

Usability

IDEA-118140 Don't add renamed or moved files to git index unless configured to do so

Version Control. Log

Bug

IDEA-190544 Clicking on a hash in file history does not open main log tab

Bug

IDEA-180371 Open Repository Version uses Jump-to-Sources Hotkey

Usability

IDEA-190169 Shortcut assigned to "Open Repository Version" action should have
priority over Jump to sources

Version Control.
Perforce

Bug

IDEA-187738 Changelist is duplicated in IDEA after partial commit (Perforce)

Version Control.
Subversion

Bug

IDEA-189542 SVN+SSH shows "Process exited with code 1" instead of the actual error

Bug

IDEA-186917 Path to ssh executable for svn+ssh tunnel is not valid

Bug

IDEA-184463 Selected work item is not updated on checkin - can not resolve or
associate changeset

Bug

IDEA-185601 Commit to TFS - Code Reviewer issues

Bug

DBE-1423

Wrong encoding when connection to database failed

Usability

DBE-5628

Password dialog box issues

DB Introspection

Feature

DBE-6234

Allow filetype association to sqlite/sqlite3

Data Import & Export

Usability

DBE-6130

Add IMPORT DATA FROM SQL DUMP menu option

Data Views

Bug

DBE-6306

Copying Column List

IDE General

Feature

DBE-3178

dbForge-like projects

Navigation & Search

Bug

DBE-6289

Database View hasn't got focus after Go to Definition action

SQL Editing

Feature

DBE-3834

Find usages on SQL file could find SQL data sources where this file is
added to

SQL Highlighting

Bug

DBE-6325

MSSQL: Unable to resolve column

User Interface

Usability

DBE-5774

Database element is always "unclassified" in Find Usages results

Build tools

Bug

WEB-28715

Gulp tasks tree cannot build due to missing --silent option

Version Control. TFS

DB Connectivity

Dart

Bug

WEB-32434

Dart Analyzer Diagnostics action should be disabled in non-Dart projects

Task

WEB-32172

In Dart 2 world 'webdev build' should be used instead of 'pub build'

Task

WEB-31788

In Dart 2 world 'pub global run webdev serve' should be used instead of
'pub serve'.

JSON

Bug

WEB-32242

JSON schema: support pointers to array elements

JavaScript

Feature

WEB-30445

Show inferred type in Flow in Brief Info

Bug

WEB-30446

Expression type action in Flow shows the expression twice

Bug

WEB-31061

.vue file not support flow

Bug

WEB-32545

WebStorm 2018.1.2 broke Vue JSX syntax highlight

Bug

WEB-29681

Expression type action sees 2 expressions

JavaScript. Formatter

Exception

WEB-32305

Excpetion when formatting .vue file

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Bug

WEB-32264

No properties in the completion for material-ui

Bug

WEB-32643

Angular 6. Unnecessary folder is created when generating new project

Bug

WEB-32642

Angular 6. Make output colored again

Bug

WEB-32557

Angular 6 CLI blueprints not supported

Linters

Bug

WEB-32202

Typescript code style global options not honored

Node.js

Bug

WEB-32364

Node.js: asdf manager: search ~/.asdf/ folder to correctly detect npm
version

Bug

WEB-31733

Node.js project does not identify multiple Buffer.from definitions

Feature

WEB-26481

For side-effects-only imports, show all available files in path completion

Bug

WEB-32014

2018.1. TypeScript. Good code red: IIFE with explicit return type

Bug

WEB-32361

Incorrect Typescript "Unsound `instanceof`" with union of classes

Bug

WEB-32313

Node subprocesses are started for TypeScript language service

Bug

WEB-31940

Argument type not assignable to parameter error with intersection type

Bug

WEB-26232

WebStorm's typescript parsing is confused by NTFS directory junctions

Bug

WEB-32699

Angular 6: do import from compiler/src/core

Bug

WEB-32144

Ignored mocha tests reduce amount of passing tests incorrectly

TypeScript

Unit Tests

